
Have you read 
the story about 

The Owl Babies?

MD 2006 The Owl Babies was 
written by an author 
called Martin Waddell.
This is a picture of him.

Do you know 
who wrote 

The Owl BabiesThe Owl BabiesThe Owl BabiesThe Owl Babies?

Did you know that Martin 
Waddell was born in 

Belfast, Northern Ireland?

Belfast

When he was a child he loved to have stories 
read to him. Now he writes in an old barn 
next to his home and dreams up new stories 
in his garden and when he is walking on the 
beach near to where he lives.

All stories have characterscharacterscharacterscharacters.
“Character” means 
whowhowhowho is in the story..

Who are the 
main characters 

in this book?

The main characters are three 
little baby owls called Sarah, 

Percy 
and Bill.

The other character in the 
book is their mummy.

What do 
you know 

about 
them?

My name is Sarah and I 
am the big sister. I take 
care of Percy and Bill 

because I’m the oldest and 
the biggest. It’s my branch 

that we are sitting on.
My name is Bill 

and I am the little 
one. I just want 

my mummy!

My name is Percy 
and I come in the 
middle. I’m a boy 

and I try to be 
brave but 

sometimes I get a 
bit worried..

Authors tell us about the 
characterscharacterscharacterscharacters in their story so 
that we get to know them.

Owls think a lot!Owls think a lot!Owls think a lot!Owls think a lot!

All stories have a settingsettingsettingsetting.
Setting is wherewherewherewhere the story 
takes place.

What do you know 
about the setting in 

this story?
Is it real or imagined?

The story is set in a hole in 
a tree trunk in the middle of 

a forest. I think it is an 
imaginary forest because the 

birds can talk.

Once there were three baby Once there were three baby Once there were three baby Once there were three baby 
owls: Sarah, Percy and Bill. owls: Sarah, Percy and Bill. owls: Sarah, Percy and Bill. owls: Sarah, Percy and Bill. 
They lived in a hole in the They lived in a hole in the They lived in a hole in the They lived in a hole in the 
trunk of a tree with their Owl trunk of a tree with their Owl trunk of a tree with their Owl trunk of a tree with their Owl 
Mother. The hole had twigs Mother. The hole had twigs Mother. The hole had twigs Mother. The hole had twigs 
and leaves and owl feathers in and leaves and owl feathers in and leaves and owl feathers in and leaves and owl feathers in 
it. It was their house.it. It was their house.it. It was their house.it. It was their house.

How does the author describe the How does the author describe the How does the author describe the How does the author describe the 
setting?setting?setting?setting?

All stories have a plotplotplotplot. 
The plot is what what what what 
happens in the story.

What is the 
story about?

The story is about a time when 
mummy owl has gone out hunting. 

The baby owls wake up in their nest in 
a tree to find their mother gone.

Sarah and Percy try to be sensible and 
to reassure each other that she has just 
gone out to look for food but they are 

frightened in case she doesn’t come 
back. Bill, the smallest owl just wants 

his mummy!

There is a problem 
in this story. Do you 

know what it is?

Stories often have a 
problemproblemproblemproblem that needs 
to be solved.

We woke up 
and mummy 
was gone!

The blurb on the back of the book says The blurb on the back of the book says The blurb on the back of the book says The blurb on the back of the book says ––––

All owls think a lot, even baby owls, like Sarah All owls think a lot, even baby owls, like Sarah All owls think a lot, even baby owls, like Sarah All owls think a lot, even baby owls, like Sarah 
and Percy and Bill. And they think more than and Percy and Bill. And they think more than and Percy and Bill. And they think more than and Percy and Bill. And they think more than 

ever at night in the woods, when they’re ever at night in the woods, when they’re ever at night in the woods, when they’re ever at night in the woods, when they’re 
waiting for their Owl Mother to come HOME.waiting for their Owl Mother to come HOME.waiting for their Owl Mother to come HOME.waiting for their Owl Mother to come HOME.

What do you think this means?What do you think this means?What do you think this means?What do you think this means?
Why do they think more than ever when it is Why do they think more than ever when it is Why do they think more than ever when it is Why do they think more than ever when it is 

night and they are alone?night and they are alone?night and they are alone?night and they are alone? Can you 
remember 

how each of 
the the babies 

felt?

Can you remember 
which owl said these 

things? 
How do you think 

they said it?

Where’s 
Mummy?

Oh my 
goodness!

I want my 
mummy!

““““Where’s mummy?” ” ” ” asked Sarah.

““““Oh my goodness!”””” said Percy.

““““I want my mummy!”””” said Bill.

One night they woke One night they woke One night they woke One night they woke 
up and their Owl up and their Owl up and their Owl up and their Owl 
Mother was GONE.Mother was GONE.Mother was GONE.Mother was GONE.

The baby owls The baby owls The baby owls The baby owls thoughtthoughtthoughtthought (all owls think a lot) (all owls think a lot) (all owls think a lot) (all owls think a lot) ----



““““I think she’s gone hunting”””” said Sarah.

““““To get us our food!”””” said Percy.

““““I want my mummy!”””” said Bill.

What did they think?What did they think?What did they think?What did they think?
I think she’s 

gone 
hunting.

To get us 
our food!.

I want my 
mummy!

The baby owls thought (all owls think a lot)

But their Owl Mother didn’t But their Owl Mother didn’t But their Owl Mother didn’t But their Owl Mother didn’t 
come. The baby owls came come. The baby owls came come. The baby owls came come. The baby owls came 
out of their house and they out of their house and they out of their house and they out of their house and they 
sat on the tree and waited.sat on the tree and waited.sat on the tree and waited.sat on the tree and waited.

““““She’ll be back,”””” said Sarah.

““““Back soon!”””” said Percy.

““““I want my mummy!” ” ” ” said Bill.

What did they say?What did they say?What did they say?What did they say?
She’ll be 

back.

Back soon!

I want my 
mummy!

The baby owls thought (all owls think a lot)

It was dark in the wood and they It was dark in the wood and they It was dark in the wood and they It was dark in the wood and they 
had to be brave, for things had to be brave, for things had to be brave, for things had to be brave, for things moved moved moved moved all all all all 
around them.around them.around them.around them.
How did they make themselves feel How did they make themselves feel How did they make themselves feel How did they make themselves feel 
better?better?better?better?

““““She’ll bring us mice and things 
that are nice,”””” said Sarah.

““““I suppose so!”””” said Percy.

““““I want my mummy!”””” said Bill.

She’ll bring us 
mice and things 
that are nice.

I suppose 
so!

I want my 
mummy!

They all sat and thought They all sat and thought They all sat and thought They all sat and thought 
(all owls think a lot) (all owls think a lot) (all owls think a lot) (all owls think a lot) –––– what did they what did they what did they what did they 
decide to do?decide to do?decide to do?decide to do?

What did they say What did they say What did they say What did they say 
to try to make to try to make to try to make to try to make 
themselves feel themselves feel themselves feel themselves feel 
better?better?better?better?

I think we should 
all sit on my 

branch.

““““I think we 
should all sit on 
my branch,”””” said 
Sarah. 
And they did, all 
three together.

They sat and thought (all owls think a lot) -

Suppose she got 
lost

Or a fox got her!

I want my 
mummy!

““““Suppose she 
got lost,” ” ” ” said 
Sarah.

““““Or a fox got her!””””
said Percy.

““““I want my mummy!”””” said Bill.

Do you know how 
this problem is 

sorted out?

If there is a problem it 
needs to be resolvedresolvedresolvedresolved or 
sorted out.

The owl babies closed 
their eyes and wished 

their Owl Mother 
would come.

AND SHE CAMEAND SHE CAMEAND SHE CAMEAND SHE CAME.

““““WHAT’S ALL THE FUSS?”””” their 
Owl Mother asked 

““““You knew I’d come back.”.”.”.”

““““I knew it,””””
said Sarah

““““And I knew it!””””
said Percy. ““““I love my mummy!””””

said Bill

Has anything like 
that ever happened 
to you?
Have you ever felt 
like the baby owls 
do?

The thing I like best is that 
Martin Waddell knows just 
how baby owls might feel  
when they think they are 

lost or forgotten.

My favourite bit was where 
Bill kept on saying 

“I want my mummy” 
because it made me laugh.

What was your favourite bit of the story?

Do you have a favourite picture? Why do you like it?

Is there anything you didn’t like very much or that made 
you feel sad?

The speech marks go at the start of the words, The speech marks go at the start of the words, The speech marks go at the start of the words, The speech marks go at the start of the words, 

the start of the words the start of the words the start of the words the start of the words ---- the start of the words.the start of the words.the start of the words.the start of the words.

The speech marks go at the start of the words,The speech marks go at the start of the words,The speech marks go at the start of the words,The speech marks go at the start of the words,

the words that people say.the words that people say.the words that people say.the words that people say.

The speech marks go at the end of the words,The speech marks go at the end of the words,The speech marks go at the end of the words,The speech marks go at the end of the words,

the end of the words, the end of the words,the end of the words, the end of the words,the end of the words, the end of the words,the end of the words, the end of the words,

The speech marks go at the end of the words,The speech marks go at the end of the words,The speech marks go at the end of the words,The speech marks go at the end of the words,

the words that people say.the words that people say.the words that people say.the words that people say.
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